
 
 
 
 

Magic installations at home 
 
By Henrik Broch-Lips (translated from Danish by Amalie Frederiksen) 

 
REVIEW: Wow, a word I never use. But when it comes to Magdalena Bors’ exhibition at Galleri Image, it 
seems just right. The 37-year-old Australian artist is having her first solo show outside her homeland, which 
is rather hard to understand. Rarely have you seen such intense photos of imaginary scenes, created by the 
artist in her own home out of everyday materials like yarn, sponge, thumbtacks and newspapers. With 
perfection and artistic ingenuity she has transformed her knitting into the Australian landscape of the Bungle 
Bungles, and more than forty thousand puzzle pieces into the coral of the Great Barrier Reef. 
 
Exceptional talent 
The exhibition consists of two series, of which the one made first ‘Homelands’ is photos of adventurous non-
specific scenarios of natural landscapes. But it is in the latest series with the title ‘The Seventh Day’ that 
Magdalena Bors fully shows her exceptional talent by linking her daily life and artistic intention in concrete 
landscapes. In each of the five photographs a person is resting, just like God did on the seventh day after 
having worked hard for six days to create the world. In most cases Magdalena Bors uses models, but in one of 
her installations she has consciously placed herself in the middle of a jungle made of fabrics.   
 
Room for interpretation  
With their dramatic lighting, you begin to doubt whether the pictures are real or imaginary. But this fact 
precisely leaves room for ambiguity of interpretation and aesthetic stimulation. And if you look carefully 
enough, you will see how the installations include food leftovers and debris, indicating a very slow and 
challenging work process.  
 
Magdalena Bors’ works are nothing less than magical, sublime and impressive. Respect.  
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